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Abstract 
In this paper, we study a system of partial differential equations describing 
the evolution of a population under chemotactic effects with non-local reaction 
terms. We consider an external application of chemoattractant in the system 
and study the cases of one and two populations in competition. By introducing 
global competitive/cooperative factors in terms of the total mass of the 
populations, we obtain, for a range of parameters, that any solution with positive 
and bounded initial data converges to a spatially homogeneous state with 
positive components. The proofs rely on the maximum principle for spatially 
homogeneous sub- and super-solutions. 
Introduction 
Chemotaxis is a biological process through which living organisms orient their movement 
along a chemical concentration gradient. The process is present in different types of biological 
phenomena such as bacteria aggregation, immune system response or angiogenesis in the 
embryo formation and in tumour development. Mathematical models to describe chemotaxis 
have been proposed in the last few years following the pioneering work of Keller and Segel [17] 
during the 1970s. Systems with chemotactic terms have been used to model not only 
the mentioned biological processes at microscopic scale but also population dynamics at 
macroscopic scale in the context of life sciences, 'gravitational collapse' in astrophysics, 
material sciences, etc. Several authors have studied the qualitative properties of these 
mathematical models to analyse global existence, pattern formation, finite-time blow-up, 
stability, etc. 
From a mathematical point of view, the Keller-Segel systems for one species and one 
chemoattractant can be classified depending on the type of differential equations involved in 
the model. Three main groups of systems have been studied: parabolic-parabolic systems, 
parabolic-elliptic and parabolic-ODE systems depending on the nature of the equation satisfied 
by the chemoattractant. Note that other types of systems also appear in the literature, with 
systems involving hyperbolic equations among them. 
In this paper, we extend the Parabolic-Elliptic Keller-Segel system by introducing non-
local terms in the logistic growth factor. One of the first mathematical studies for parabolic-
elliptic systems is the work by Jager and Luckhaus [16], where a sub- and super-solutions 
method is applied to obtain finite-time blow-up in a two-dimensional domain. After [16], 
many authors have studied the question of blow-up for parabolic-elliptic chemotaxis systems, 
see for instance Nagai [22], Herrero et al [11], Biler [3] and the references therein for more 
details. 
The problems studied in this paper present global existence of solutions produced by the 
logistic growth, which counteracts the blow-up tendency produced by chemotaxis. We denote 
by V the density of the population of living organisms which satisfies a parabolic equation 
with constant diffusion and constant chemotactic sensitivity ' / ' . The equation presents a 
growth factor of logistic type defined in terms of the total mass of the population (the non-local 
term). If we denote the chemoattractant substance by 'w', the equation is as follows: 
u, — Aw = — ydiv (HVW) + u ( an — a\u / u I , x e £2, t > 0, 
for a0 and a\ positive, a2 e R, with Neumann boundary conditions and regular initial data. 
The logistic growth describes the competition of the individuals of the species for the resources 
of the environment and the cooperation to survive. The coefficient 'ao\ sometimes also called 
Malthusian parameter, induces an exponential growth for low density populations. At the time 
that the population grows, the competitive effect of the local term a\ u becomes more influential. 
The non-local term (a2/\Q\) fa u describes the influence of the total mass of the species in the 
growth of the population. If a2 > 0, we have a competitive term which limits such growth 
and for a2 < 0 the individuals cooperate globally to survive. In the last case, the individuals 
compete locally but cooperate globally and the effects of a\u and (a2/\Q\) fa u balance the 
system. For a2 < —a\ < 0 a blow-up may occur and for the case a\ — (a2)- - X > 0 the 
solution exists globally in time. 
In order to put our results in perspective, we recall various borderline cases. In particular, 
quite a number of works deal with the one-species system having a2 = 0, which describes the 
situation where the influence of the non-local terms is neglected. This case has been studied 
in [26], where the assumption a\ > 2 / ensures the global stability of the homogeneous steady 
state. The parabolic-parabolic problem with logistic growth has also been studied in Hillen 
and Painter [12], where modelling details and numerical simulations are presented (see also 
references therein for further research). In Winkler [30], the blow-up of solutions is studied 
for a weak logistic growth term for a parabolic-elliptic system. In the limit case x ~* 0 the 
system becomes a single reaction-diffusion equation modelling the evolution of a population 
where the motility is only produced by the diffusion. These types of equations have been 
studied in the generalized framework of the parabolic equation with non-local terms. See for 
instance [24] chapter V and [18] (where £2 = R) and references therein for more details on 
that borderline case. 
Logistic growth described by non-local terms has already been used in the context of 
chemotaxis by other authors. For instance, in [25] the authors suggest a growth coefficient 
rate in a competitive system modelling cancer cells behaviour which considers the influence 
of the surrounding area of a cell to replicate itself. The coefficient in [25] is given in the form 
\i\ I 1 - / khi(x,y)u(y)dy - / kh2(x, y)v(y) dy 
\ Ja Ja ) 
where V and V denote the cancer cells density and the extracellular matrix density, 
respectively. The non-local term in [25] describes the 'competition' for the space between V 
and V . Non-local terms of integral type also appear in the literature describing chemoattractant 
behaviour, see for instance [16]. There exists a wide literature studying one-species chemotaxis 
systems, we refer the reader to Horstmann [13] for a general overview of the subject. 
In numerous biologically relevant processes, the latter signal substance is produced by 
the cells themselves and then its evolution is essentially governed by a parabolic equation of 
the form 
ewt = dwAw + f(u, w) 
with positive constants e and dw and a production term / which, in extension to the situation 
in the classical approach, depends linearly on u and w. Under the additional assumption that 
chemicals diffuse significantly faster than cells, when the degradation effects of the chemical 
are considered linear, a commonly used mathematically convenient simplification of previous 
equation is given by 
0 = dwAw — Xw + f(u), 
under Neumann boundary conditions. In our model, the above elliptic approximation equation 
for w is studied for the case where the chemical is also introduced in the system from outside, i.e. 
f{u) = u + f. 
Therefore we may assume that the chemoattractant concentration 'w' satisfies a second-order 
elliptic equation of constant coefficients and the problem is described by the following system 
of partial differential equations: 
ut — Au = —xdiv (HVW) + u I ao — a\u — a-i Ja J 
— Aw + Xw=f + u, x e £2, t > 0,
 / n ,^ 
ou aw 
— = — = 0 , x e 3f2, t > 0, dn dn 
u\t=o = Mo-
Biological systems in experimental environments are frequently acted on by an artificial 
external chemical force. The effects of a direct application of a chemoattractant have also 
been considered in the literature (see for instance [21]), where the external flux of a chemical 
substance is introduced through the boundary to control the pattern formation. In [27], an 
application in the interior of the domain is considered in terms of Dirac functions. External 
forces applied in the system, at the interior or through the boundary, provide the possibility to 
guide the system towards a desired state. 
In this paper, we consider the case where the living organisms are divided into two 
subspecies V and V attracted chemotactically by the same signal substance. Both subspecies 
diffuse with constant diffusion coefficient (assumed 1 for both subspecies) and with different 
chemotactic coefficients 'xi ' and 'xi • The growth terms are given, as in the previous case, as 
a logistic growth with integral terms of the form 
u (ao — o,\u — a,2V — ao, I u — 04 J v\ and v I bo — b\u — b^v — bo, J u — b^ I v\, 
V Ja Ja J \ Ja Ja J 
respectively. 
The sign of the coefficients represents local competition if a1; a2, b\ and b2 are positive. 
The subspecies globally compete if a4 and b3 are positive and globally cooperate if both are 
negative. The coefficients a3 and b4 describe the global influence of each subspecies in its 
population. As before, the chemical concentration is produced by both subspecies at a constant 
rate and is introduced artificially by an external application. The problem of two species is 
described by the following system: 
Aw = —xiV • (HVKI) + u I aQ — a\u — a2v — aj I U — Cl4 I V I , 
Ja Ja / 
I u — b4 I v I , 
Ja Ja J 
(0.2) 
— Aw = —/2V • (DVIO) + v I bo — b\u — b2v — b^ 
Aw + Xw = f + k\u +k2v, 
with the homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions 
du dv dw 
— = — = — = 0 , x e 3f2, t > 0, (0.3) 
dv dv dv 
and initial data 
u(x, 0) = UQ(X), V(X, 0) = VQ(X), x e f2. (0.4) 
Motivated by biological experiments (see for instance Lauffenburger [20]), multi-species 
chemotaxis systems become a rich mathematical problem studied by several authors. As 
in the one-species problem, the finite-time blow-up/global existence question is an interesting 
mathematical challenge with biological implications. In [10] the authors studied the existence 
of non-trivial equilibrium solutions via bifurcation methods for a two biological species with 
two chemical agents. Systems of two biological species and one common attractor without 
logistic growth factors have been studied in several works describing the blow-up phenomenon, 
see [7-9] for results in bounded domains. Conca and Espejo [5,6] studied the two-dimensional 
casein the whole space. In Horstmann [14], a general situation for the multi-species chemotaxis 
model in the presence of one or several chemical stimuli is treated. See also Kuiper [19] and 
Wang and Wu [29]. 
We assume throughout the paper that the forcing term / is uniformly bounded and 
/ e Cx'f(& x [0, 00)) for a > 0 and /3 > 1 + | . For the first problem, one of the following 
assumptions is required to study the asymptotic stability of the solutions: 
=(£2) —• 0, as t ->- 00 (0.5) 





/ 1 sup / - inf 
J0 xea x e ! ' 
Not e that (0.5) is equivalent to 
| s u p / - inf / |Lo 
xe£2 xeQ 
•(a) 0, as ( ^ 00. 
The second problem presents some differences compared with the single-species system 
and only under the second assumption (0.6) do we obtain the desired result. More details 
about the choice of hypothesis (0.5) or (0.6) are given at the end of this section and in the 
conclusions. 
In this paper, we consider £2 c R", for n > 1, a bounded domain with a smooth boundary 
3 £2 and, for simplicity, we take 
|£2| = 1. 
The main results of the paper are stated below: 
Theorem 0.1. For every CIQ > 0, a\ > 0, x > 0, a2 e R, verifying 
ai>2X + \a2\ (0.7) 
and f satisfying either (0.5) or (0.6), for positive data w0 e C"(£2) satisfying the boundary 
condition (du0/dn) = 0, the solution to (0.1) fulfills 
lim \\u - w* IILoom) = 0, (0.8) 
where 
(0.13) 
a\ + a2 
In the case of two subspecies we work under the following assumptions: 
Xi, X2, k, k2, en, bi > 0, for i = 1,2, (0.9) 
en e R, bt e R, for i = 3,4 (0.10) 
ai > 2^i(xi +X2) + ^i + \b3\ + l«3l and b2 > 2k2(xi+X2)+ ai + \a4\ + \b4\. 
(0.11) 
In this second case we study the behaviour of the solutions, which tend to the constants 
a0(b2 + b4) - b0(a2 + a4) 
u = (0.12) (b2 + b4)(ax + a3) - (bx + b3)(a2 + a4) 
and 
a{)(b\ +b3) -bo(ai + a3) 
v = . (bi + b3)(a2 + a4) - (b2 + b4)(a\ + a3) 
The main result, given in section 2, is as follows: 
Theorem 0.2. Assume that (0.6), (0.9)-(0.11) hold. Then, for all positive initial data u0, 
Do e C"(£2) satisfying the boundary condition (du0/dn) = (dvo/dn) = 0, the solution (u, v) 
to (0.2) is bounded and satisfies 
\\u(-,t) - w*|t<x>(£2) + \\v(-,t) - V*\\LCO(Q} -+ 0, as t ^ OQ. (0.14) 
The proofs of theorems 0.1 and 0.2 follow a comparison argument based on upper and lower 
solutions defined by ordinary systems of differential equations. Similar comparison arguments 
have been used in the context of chemotaxis in other papers, see for instance [26,28] or [23]. 
In [23], the method is applied to a case of non-constant chemotaxis coefficient, defined by 
x(w) = xo(N - u), which becomes negative for a large concentration of u. The method can 
also be applied to more general parabolic-elliptic chemotaxis systems with reaction terms. 
The assumptions required for / in theorem 0.1 are more general than those that we 
assume in theorem 0.2. They are introduced in order to proof the asymptotic behaviour of the 
solutions in the associated ODEs system. System (0.1) is a non-autonomous Lotka-Volterra 
competition system of two equations. These types of systems are well studied in the literature 
(see for instance [1,2] and references therein for details) while (0.2) contains competitive and 
cooperative terms which make the problem more difficult. For that reason, we detail the proof 
of lemma 2.2, where the asymptotic stability of the associated ODEs system is studied. 
In light of known research in the corresponding borderline case, it seems natural to 
conjecture that the dampening effect of the non-local terms (for instance, on the corresponding 
single-species system, when a2 is a large positive number) might lead to an even more effective 
homogenization. 
As we shall see in the following sections, we prove the asymptotic behaviour of the 
solutions by comparison with solutions of ordinary differential equations. The results 
are presented under hypotheses for the coefficients equations which essentially reflect the 
assumption that the effects stemming from chemotactic cross-diffusion and competitive 
degradation are sufficiently small. 
Thanks to the comparison method, we have that, for every a\ and a2 positive and large 
enough, checking the necessary relation a! > 2 / +a2, the results are still valid. If this condition 
fails, sometimes it is referred to as the principle of competitive exclusion, i.e. there can be no 
coexistence of the two species u and u, one of them will be driven to extinction while the 
other will stabilize at a certain solution of a logistic equation. This case only provides us with 
information about the boundedness of the solution u of (0.1) and no information about the 
asymptotic behaviour. 
A deeper insight can be expected here upon addressing the corresponding mathematical 
issues of instability of constant steady states, or existence of non-constant equilibrium. But 
these require entirely different approaches than pursued here, and thus need to be discussed 
elsewhere. A similar comment applies to the two-species system. 
1. One-species chemotaxis system under assumption (0.5) 
In [26], the authors have considered the case / = 0 and a2 = 0, under assumption a\ > 2 / . 
The system possesses a uniquely determined spatially homogeneous positive equilibrium 
u*, globally asymptotically stable within a certain non-empty range of the logistic growth 
coefficients. 
If we denote by v := w — F, with F solution of —AF + XF = f, system (0.1) becomes 
Aw — xVw[Vu + V F ] + H I x(u ~ hv + f — kF) + ao — a\u — a2 Ja J 
— Av + Xv = u, x e £2, t > 0, 
-AF + XF = f, xett, f > 0, (1.1) 
du dv 
— = — = 0 , x e 3f2, t > 0 , dn dn 
u\t=o = UQ. 
Sincew and v represent densities, thesolutions of (0.1), which are biologically meaningful, 
must satisfy 
u > 0 and v > 0. 
Thus, it is reasonable to require throughout that the initial data u0 e C"(£2) be non-negative. 
As a preliminary, let us state the following result on existence and uniqueness of solutions: 
Lemma 1.1. Let a e (0, 1) and w0 e C"(£2) a non-negative initial data satisfying the 
boundary condition du0/dn = 0. Then, there exists Tmax e (0, oo] and a unique pair (u, v) 
of positive functions 
u e Cx+"' +1 (£i x (0, Tmax)), 
u e c £ a , 1 + ! ( £ 2 x ( 0 , Tmax)) 
such that (u, v) is a classical solution of (0.1) in £2 x (0, rmax). Moreover, ifTm&x < oo, then 
lim ||w(?)||z»«2) = oo. (1.2) 
t—>T 11... 
Proof. The proof of the lemma is similar to the proof of theorem 2.1 in [26] and is a 
straightforward adaptation of well-established methods based on standard arguments (see [15], 
for instance). • 
We now introduce the standard notation for positive and negative part functions which we 
shall use in several proofs along the paper: 
{S)+
 = JO otherwise ( j ) " = ( " j ) -
Lemma 1.2. Under the same hypotheses than previous lemma, problem (0.1) possesses a 
unique and uniformly bounded global classical solution (u, v). More precisely, there exists 
c = C(||WO||L»(£2)) such that 
l|w(0lli°°(£2) < c(||wolli°°(£2)), Vf e (0, oo) 
holds. 
Proof. We first consider the solution to the following logistic equation: 
ut = w(2xl|/||L°°(£2r) +a0 - (ai - (a2)- - x)u), t e (0, T) 
UQ = ||MOIIL°°(£2); 
for T < Tmax and &T = & x [0, T]. We consider the function U = u - u which satisfies 
U, - AU = -/VC7 • Vv - /VC7 • VF + /w(w - Xv) +
 Xu(f - XF) 
+ u la0 - a\u - a2 u\ - u (2 / | | / | |L°° + a0 - u(a\ - (a2)- - / ) ) • 
Since 
| / -A.F |^2 | | / | | L oo ( a 7 . ) and v > 0, 
we have 
Ut - All < -XVU • Vv - XVU . VF + (x - ax)(u2 - u2) + (2/ | | / | |L» ( £ 2 r ) + a0)U 
—d2U I u — (a2)_u . 
Ja 
• If 02 > 0, by the mean value theorem, there exists 
f(x, t) e (u(t, x), u{t)) U (u{t), u(t, x)) 
such that 
Ut - All < -XVll • Vv - XVU • VF + (2(x - ai)£ + (2/ \\f\\L^aT) +«o)) U. 
• If a2 < 0, then — (a2)_ = a2 and 
-a2u I u + a2ii = \a2\U I u + \a2\u I / u — u\ 
Ja Ja \Ja } 
^ \a2\U J u + \a2\ii J U ^ \a2\U I u + \a2\u J U+. 
Ja Ja Ja Ja 
We take U+ as test function, i.e. we multiply by U+ and we integrate by parts over £2, 
through the inequalities 
-x f u+vu • 
Ja 
• VF = - * [ vm 
2Ja + 
• VF = _ X 
~ 2 
-x [ u+vu • 
Ja 
•Vv = --* [ vu2+ • Vv = X 
' 2 . 
we obtain the following relation: 
[ Ul(kF - f) ^ XUWL^Q) f U2+, Ja Ja 
/ U2(-u+Xv) < ^-|Mk»(£2) / U2+ Ja ^ Ja 
ihfw+L'™*'2 <w +••" ' -*>> (L"-+(L °-)2 
By Young's inequality, we have that 
2 
n 
\Ja J Ja 
~ f U2++ < 2k{\ + \\v\\L^T)) f U2+ 
and therefore 
1 A r c 
1
 u' Ja Ja 
which give us u < u in (0, T). Taking limits when T -> Tmax, thanks to lemma 1.1 and the 
inequality 
1 
IMIi°°(£2) ^ — ll« IIi°°(£2), 
A 
we conclude the proof of the lemma. • 
Remark 1.3. For a2 < —a\ < 0 and / = 0 we have that a finite-time blow-up occurs. The 
spatially homogeneous solution satisfies the ODE 
du 
— = u{a.{) — {a\ + ai)u), dt 
where solutions blow up at finite time for any positive initial data. 
1.1. A priori estimates 
In order to study the large time behaviour of solutions of (0.1) we consider the case 
a2 > 0. (1.3) 
At the end of the following subsection we present a sketch of the proof for a2 < 0. 
If we denote by 
7 ( 0 = sup/(f ,*) , f(t) = Mf(t,x), 
by the maximum principle applied to (1.1), we know that 
/ (O < XF(x, t) < 7(f). 
By assumption (0.5), we have 
S2| la f' 
and therefore 
XF(x,t)^— / / , a s f ^ o o , in L°°(£2) 
|£2| ' J' 
sup{f(x,t)-XF(x,t)} -> 0, M{f(x,t)-XF(x,t)} ^0. (1.4) 
xe£2 x e S 2 
Note that, by integration in -AF + XF = f, we obtain that fa(f - A.F) = 0, for all t > 0 
which implies that supxe£2{/(x, t) - IF} > 0 and infxeS2{/(x, t) - IF} < 0. For simplicity, 
let us denote by 
M(t) := x(7(t)-/(0), %(t):= a0+ M(t) and a^(f) := a0 - M(t). 
We introduce a system of the initial-value problem for the upper and lower solutions, 
(u, u) = (u{t), u{t)), 
I u' = u [<5Q (?) — {a\ — x)u — (x + ci2)u\, t > 0, 
u_' = u [HQ (t) — (x + a2)u — {q,\ — x)u], t > 0, 
with non-negative initial data 
w(0) = Ho, w(0) = u0 and 0 < w0 < UQ. (1.6) 
Taldng into account (0.5) we have limf_>oo«o(0 = limf^.oo«o"(^) = «o and we can choose 
the positive parameter a0 such that 
a0-(f)>0, Wt^t0, (1.7) 
for to large enough. Functions aj(0 a nd a^(0 are continuous and bounded above and below 
by positive constants, assumed a\ > x • This will be the framework for the rest of this section 
and all the results are valid under these conditions. 
System (1.5) (commonly called a non-autonomous Lotka-Volterra system) as a model of 
competition between two species has been widely studied in the literature. For the autonomous 
case, i.e. M(t) = 0, Braun (in [4]) details the asymptotic behaviour depending on the 
parameters. To the authors' knowledge, the asymptotic properties of the solutions of a general 
case of the non-autonomous system (1.5) was studied for the first time by Ahmad in [1], 
for bounded, continuous and non-negative coefficients. Using only simple arguments based 
on differential inequalities and standard theorems concerning the continuity of solutions of 
differential equations with respect to initial conditions and parameters, it is possible to find 
optimal bounds and convergence results for the solutions of (1.5). 
For the reader's convenience we quote the results in [4] and [1] used in theproof ofthe main 
result concerning the ODEs system. Given a function g(t), which is bounded above and below 
by positive constants for t0 < t < oo, we let gi and gM denote inf^0 g(t) and supi>fo g(t), 
respectively. Recall that the coefficients in (1.5) are always assumed to be bounded, continuous 
and non-negative. 
(i) (M = 0) In this case we have an autonomous system (commonly called an autonomous 
Lotka-Volterra system) as a model of competition between two species 
{ u' = u [ao — {a\ — x)u — (x + ci2)u\, t > 0, 
_ (1-8) 
u = u [ao — (x + a-i)u — {a\ — x)w], t > 0. One of the equilibrium points of (1.8) is u* = u* = u* given by 
(1.9) 
a\ + ci2 
In [4] and references therein, it is proved that a phase plane analysis of this autonomous 
case shows that the condition 
a\ > 2x + «2 (1-10) 
is necessary and sufficient for the existence of a unique stable equilibrium point (u*, u*) ^ 
(0, 0) of system (1.8) given by (1.9), such that both components are positive and it globally 
attracts all solutions with initial values in the open first quadrant of the (u, u) plane. 
(ii) (M ^ 0) In [1] it was shown that if the coefficients a^(-) are bounded below and above 
by positive constants, and verify 
5* ( x ± £ « t ^ 5- ( X ± ^ k , (i.ii) 
fill - X «1 - X 
then there exists a solution w*(0 = (w*(0, u*(t)) such that the inequalities 
aoL(ai - x) - (X + « 2 ) % ^ - * , - ^ 4 M ( « I - X) - (X + C ^ O L 
si S5 u (t) S5 r i 
(1.12) (ai + a2)(«i - 2x - 02) (a\ + a2)(ai - 2 / - 02) 
a^,(ai - X ) -(x+fl2)adM ^ +, . ^ «w( f li ~ X) - (X + a2)a+L 
= 7"2 %; U_ (t) S5 S2 = 
{a\ + a2){a\ - 2 / - 02) (a\ + a2){a\ - 2 / - 02) 
hold, for £0 < ? < 00. These bounds are optimal in the sense that, in the autonomous 
problem, the upper bound for each component coincides with the lower bound for that 
component. Another important result obtained in [1] is: if conditions (1.11) hold and 
(Tii(t), WjCO) and ( H 2 ( 0 , u2(t)) are any two solutions of (1.5) for positive initial data, 
then u\{t) — u2(t) -> 0 and ux{t) — u2(t) ->- 0 as t -+ 00. Thus it follows that if 
(u(t), u(t)) is any solution of (1.5) with both components positive at some time and e is 
any arbitrary positive number, then 
s\ — e < u{t) < r\ + e, r2 — e < u(t) < s2 + e 
for sufficiently large t. 
Moreover, if u(t) and u(t) are positive solutions of the logistic equations u'(t) = 
w(0[aj(0 - (ai — xW{t)] and u/(t) = u{t)[a,Q{t) — {a\ — x)u{t)], respectively, then the 
pairs (u(t), 0) and (0, u(t)) are solutions of (1.5). Thus, it follows from the uniqueness 
theorem that the open first quadrant in the (u, u)-plane is invariant in the sense that if 
(u(t), u(t)) is a solution of (1.5) with u(i) > 0 and u(t) > 0 for some t then u(t) > 0 
and u(t) > 0 for all t in the domain of (u(t), u(t)). Similarly, the first closed quadrant in 
the (w, w)-plane is invariant. 
Remark 1.4. Passing to the limit, t —>- 00, in inequalities (1.11), we find (1.10), i.e. 
a\ > 2x + a2, 
which is the equivalent condition found in [26] for the particular case / = 0 and a2 = 0. 
For any positive parameters x and at (for i = 0, 1, 2) under assumption (1.7) and (1.10) any 
solution (u(t), u(t)), of (1.5), with positive initial data satisfies 
lim u*(t) = lim u*(t) = u* = 
t-?oo t-?oo a\ + a2 
for the particular case / = 0. In other words, we have that all solutions (u(t), u(t)) of (1.5), 
with both pairs (u(to), u(to)) positive, ultimately approach the equilibrium solution (1.9). 
Remark 1.5. If one of the conditions (1.11) fails, sometimes it is referred to as the principle 
of competitive exclusion. An extension of this principle for non-autonomous systems was 
given in [2], where it was shown that similar algebraic inequalities imply that there can be no 
coexistence of the two species; one of them will be driven to extinction while the other will 
stabilize at a certain solution of a logistic equation. Hypothesis (0.5) is essential and it is the 
key of the proof with this method. We do not give more details because this case only provides 
us with information about the boundedness of solution of (0.1) and no information about the 
asymptotic behaviour. 
1.2. Comparison Method 
According to the strong maximum principle (see [24, proposition 52.7 p 511]) applied to the 
first equation in (0.1), replacing t by t + x for sufficiently small x > 0 we may assume that 
wo > 0 in £2. 
It is therefore possible to find positive numbers wo and w0 such that the inequalities 
a
o — 
0 < uo < u = < wo (1-13) 
a\ + a.2 
hold as well as 
w0 < wo(x) < wo for all x eQ. (1.14) 
First of all we have the following properties of the solution w of (0.1). 
Lemma 1.6. There exists c = C(||W0||L~(£2)) such that 
w < c, W e (0, Tmax). (1.15) Ja a 
Proof. Integrating in space variable over Q the first equation in (0.1), we have 
d_ > > > < * ^2 
dt 
Thanks to Holder inequality it results 
d 
d7 
which implies, solving the previous logistic equation, that 
a0 
I u = ao I u — a\ I u — a2 \ I u \ . 
/ w ^ ao J u — {C\{Q,)a\ +02) I / w I 
Ja Ja \Ja } 
f 
Ja 
u ^ max \ I WQ, 
la [Ja Ci{Q.)ai+a2 
which ends the proof. • 
Lemma 1.7. For any non-negative initial data w0 e C"(£2) (for a e (0, I)) the solution 
to (0.1) fulfills 
w ^ w ^ w . 
Proof. We shall derive an appropriate differential inequality for some functional involving the 
functions U and U_ which are defined by setting 
U(x, t) := u(x, t) — u(x, t) and Ui.xif) : = M ( x ' f ) — a(x> 0-
In order to verify that the positive and negative parts U+ and U__ are identically zero throughout 
Q, x (0, Tmax), we denote by g the quadratic term g(s) := s(a0 - a\s). Then U satisfies 
Ut-AU = - / V C 7 - V u - / V C 7 - V F + /[w(w - Xv) -u(u-u)] 
+ Xu(f-kF) - xu(f - f) + g(u)-g(u)-a2[u / w - ww (1.16) I w / w — WW I 
and this is equivalent to 
U, - AU = -xVU-Vv + U(x(u -Xv + u) + g'(^)) + xu(u-Xv) - / V C 7 - V F 
+XU(f - XF) + Xu(f -f) + xu(f ~ A.F) - a2 I w / w — WW I , 
where %(x, t) e (u(t, x), u(t, x)) U (u(t, x), u(t, x)). We take U+ as the test function in the 
previous equation, i.e. multiply by U+ and integrate by parts over Q to obtain, after some 
rutinary computations: 
1 d f — 2 f , „— ,-, f —2 tx 
2d? 
fu2++[\vu+\2=[u2+^ 
Ja Ja Ja v-
-X f VU-VFU+ + X f Ja Ja 
-(u — Xv + 2u) + 
U(f-XF)U 
+ X J uU+ 
Ja 
(f-XF)-a2 f U+(u I 
Ja \ Ja 
+ + X uU+ 
Ja 
Xu(u — Xv)U+ 
( / - / ) 
Since 
and 
/ VU-VFU+ = - J 












Ja Ja Ja v-ia Ja
 y 2 
+ ^-^v\(f-XF)-a2 
(u — Xv + 2u) + m)+L Xu{u — Xv)U+ 
For the last two terms, after some computations, we obtain 
f U+(u f 
Ja \ Ja 
) t  
/ U+ l u l u — uu ) = — / U+ I u — u I U+ J (u — u) ^u J U+ J 




i are treated as in the corr 
[ul+f \VU+\2 O o ( (ul + U2) + ^ [ (u - kv)i 
Ja Ja Ja v / z JQ 
mstants k0 and k\. In the same fashion, we obtain 
I LL-+ I \VU-\2 < k2 I (u2+ + Ul) +k3 I (Xv-u)2+. 
Ja Ja Ja^ ' Ja 
The rest of the terms esponding inequality in [26]. Then we have 
i\ Lvl+L|VT7*'2 <*> L (vl+e-)+! L'" - ^  
for some positive constants k0 and k\. In the same fashion, we obtain 
d 1 
d? 2 j a j a j a \ / j a 
Since - A D + (Xv — u) = U taking (Xv — u)+ as a test function it follows 
(1.17) 
(1.18) 
| / \V(Xv-u)+\2+ f \(Xv-u)+\2^ f U+ 
X JQ JQ JQ ^ a Ja 
and by the Holder inequality, it is equivalent to 
(Xv — u)+, 
which implies 
| / \V(Xv-u)+\2+l- i \(Xv-u)+\2^l- f U2+, 
*• Ja z Ja z Ja 
f \(Xv-u)+\2^ \lj\. 
Ja Ja 
(1.19) 
In the same way, we have 
T2 
u)-\ < / Hi- (1-20) 
£2 
it results 
\ 2 Ja 2 JQ J \JQ JQ J 
By (1.17)-(1.20), it lt  
- ( -
df V 2 
Using U+ = U__ = 0 for t = 0, we may invoke Gronwall's Lemma to achieve 
U+ = U_= 0, 
which proves the lemma. • 
A Priori estimates for a2 < 0. In this case, as in section 1.1, we denote by (u,u) = 
(u(t), u(t)) the solution of the associated ODEs system 
I u' = u \at — (a\ + a2 — Y)U — YU], t > 0, 
_°_ _ (1.21) 
u/ = u[a0 — xu — {a\ + a,2 — x)w], t > 0, 
with non-negative initial data and preserve the hypothesis a^ are continuous and bounded 
above and below for t > t0 by positive constants. 
Under assumption a\ > 2 / - a2, we have that (1.21) is a competitive Lotka-Volterra 
system and there exists a solution (u*(t), u*{t)) of (1.21) such that the inequalities 
a^jai + a2 - X) ~ XapM / - * / , - > / ^OMOI + ai ~ X) ~ X%L 
= s\ si u (t) S5 r\ = , 
{a\ + a2 - 2x){a\ + a2) (a\ + a2){a\ - 2 / - a2) 
aoL(ai + a2 - X) ~ XapM _ r ^ *,t, ^ „ _ a0M(«i + «2 ~ x) ~ Xa0+L 
= r2 <^ i£ \t) $5 s2 = 
{a\ + a2){a\ +a2-2x) {a\ + a2){a\ +a2-2x) 
hold for to < t < 00. 
For every solution (u(t),u(t)) to(1.21)we have that u(t)-u*(t) -> 0 and u(t)-u*(t) -> 
0 as t -> 00 (see [1] for details) and passing to limit in the above inequalities, we have 
hm u (t) = hm u (t) = u = 
t^oo t^oo a\ + a2 
where u* is the equilibrium point defined in (1.9). 
To apply the comparison method, we proceed as in the case a2 > 0. Only the last term 
in (1.16) is changed by 
-a2 
Taking into account that —a2 > 0, we operate 
[ulu — u I. 
that —a2 > 0, w 
/ U+ (u u — u2\ = / U+ u +u U+ u -u2 U+ 
JQ \ JQ ) JQ JQ JQ JQ JQ 
and applying lemma 1.15, we obtain 
—a2 I U+ \ u I u — u ) ^ k'o I U+ 
JQ \ JQ / JQ 
for some positive constant k'0. For the rest of the terms we proceed as in case a2 > 0 to come to 
u < u < u. 
Proof of theorem 0.1 under assumption (0.5). To prove (0.8), we observe that lemma 1.7 
entails 
\\u llz»(£2) —>- 0 as t -> oo. (1.23) 
a\ + a2 
Applying the maximum principle to the second equation in (1.1) we have 
minw(x, t) < Xv(x, t) < maxa(i, t) V? e (0, oo); 
taking t -> oo and using (1.23), we end up with 
lim ||A.i; IIL»(£2) = 0, 
f-*-oo a\ + a2 
which completes the proof. • 
2. A two-species chemotactic system 
In this section, we consider a system of three partial differential equations modelling the spatio-
temporal behaviour of two competitive populations of biological species, both of which are 
attracted chemotactically by the same signal substance. More precisely, we consider the initial-
boundary value problem (0.2). Recall that constants xi, ai and bi for i = 0, 1, 2 are positive, 
at e R, b{ e R for i = 3,4, / is uniformly bounded and / e C"'f (£2 x [0, T]) for p > 1 + §. 
In [28], the authors have considered the case / = 0, k\ = k2 = 1, ai = bi = 0 (for i = 3,4) 
and they have obtained that the system possesses a uniquely determined spatially homogeneous 
positive equilibrium (u*, v*), globally asymptotically stable within a certain non-empty range 
of the logistic growth coefficients under some restriction between chemotaxis and logistic 
coefficients. 
It is the goal of this section to investigate how far the latter result on global asymptotic 
stability of spatially uniform equilibria remains true in the two-species system (0.2). In order 
to prove theorem 0.2, we specify the precise mathematical setting. 
We denote by W := w — F where F is the solution of —AF + F = f, we can rewrite 
system (0.2) as follows: 
/ u — 04 I 
Ja Ja 
ut — Au = — x iV • w(VW + V F ) + u ( ao — a\u — a2v — ao, I u — 04 / v 
£2  
v, - Av = -X2V -v{VW + VF) + v (b0 -bxu - b2v - b3 / u - b4 v) , (2.1) 
-AW + XW = kiu+k2v, 
-AF + XF = f. 
As a preliminary, as in the first problem studied in section 1, let us state the following result 
on local existence and uniqueness of solutions which can be proved by a straightforward 
adaptation of well-established methods (see for instance [28, lemma 2.1], or [15]). 
Lemma 2.1. Let X, Xi,h be positive, cii > 0 as well as bi > Ofor i = 0, 1, 2 and at e R 
bi e Rfor i = 3,4. We assume that w0 and v0 belong to C"(£2), are non-negative and satisfy 
the boundary condition (du0/dn) = (dvo/dn) = 0. Then, there exist rmax e (0, 00] and a 
unique triple (u, v, w) of non-negative functions belonging to Cxt ' 2 (£2 x (0, Tmax)) which 
solves (0.2)-(0.4) in the classical sense in £2 x (0, r m a x ) . Moreover, 
00 or ||W(-,OIIL°°(£2) + IK- ,0 I IL°° (£2) -* 00 ast/Tmax. (2.2) 
2.1. A priori estimates and comparison method 
In this section, we consider the case at > 0, fy > 0, for all i = 1 , . . . , 4. As in previous 
section it is easy to prove that all the results are true for the cases where some or all coefficients 
a3, a4,b3, b4 are negative. 
We analyse the ODEs system 
«o + Xi(/ - / ) - («i -hxiW ~ (hxi +a3)u+k2xiv - fexi + a2 + a4)v_ 
«o + X i ( / - f) ~ (kXi + a3)u - (ax -kxx\)u- (k2Xi + a2 + a4)v + k2x\V 
bo + X2(/ - / ) +hX2U - (hx2 + b\+ b3)u - (b2 - k2x2)v - (k2x2 + b4)v 
bo + X2(f - f) - ihX2 + b\ +b3)u+kiX2U- (hX2 + b4)v - (b2 -k2x2)v 
(23) 
for t > 0, with initial conditions 
w(0) = UQ, u(0) u(0) = vo and £(0) (2.4) ± 0 ' ^ V " ; — u0 a i i u U\>JJ — UQ. 
The solutions to (2.3) are used as lower and upper solutions for the comparison method in 
lemma 2.3. 
For any given initial data, there exists Tmax = rmax(w0, u0, v0, v0) e (0, 00] and a unique 
solution (u, u, v, v) of (2.3)-(2.4) in (0, Tmax) such that it does not exist beyond t = Tmax. A 
straightforward computation shows that, for / — / = 0, there exists a constant steady state 
(u*,v*) of (0.2) defined in (0.12) and (0.13). ~ _ 
Note that (u*, v*) determines a constant equilibrium of (2.3) for / — / = 0, in the sense 
that _ 
u* = u* =
 u \ v* = v* = v* (2.5) 
defines a non-trivial data (u*,u*, v*, v*) of system (2.3) which has attractivity property, as 
we shall see later. In this section, we study the convergence of solutions to the homogeneous 
steady state (see theorem 0.2). We prove, in lemma 2.2 that under assumptions 
0 < WQ < u_* = u* < wo and 0 < v^ < v_* = v* < VQ, (2.6) 
the solution to (2.3)-(2.4) exists globally in time and converges to (u*, u*, v*, v*) as t goes to 
infinity. 
Taking into account the results obtained in [28] where (0.2) and (2.3) were studied for 
/ = 0 and en = b{ = 0 (for i = 3, 4), we are able to formulate the following result: 
Lemma 2.2. Assume (0.5), (0.9)-(0.6) and let (2.6) hold. The solution (u, u, v, v) of (2.3) has 
the following properties: 
(i) 0 < u(t) < u(t) and 0 < v(t) < v(t) for t e (0, fmax). (2.7) 
(ii) There exists C < 00 such that we have 
u < C and v < C in [0,00). (2.8) 
(Hi) u >u* = u* > u and v > v* = v* > v in [0, 00), (2.9) 
where (it, u*,v*,v*) denotes the equilibrium defined in (2.5). 
(iv) Whenever the solution of (2.3)-(2.4) will be global in time and stabilize toward 
(u*, u*,v*,v_*) in the large time limit, i.e. 
u(t) ->- u* and u_(t) ->- u* ast^oo as well as 
v(t) -+ v* and v(t) —>- v* ast^oo, 
where u* and v* are as given by (0.12), (0.13). 
(2.10) 
Proof. The proof of (;'), (ii) and (iii) is similar to the proof of l emmas 1.1-1.4 in [28] and 
the different terms of (2.3) do not change the solution behaviour. 
We now give a sketch of the proof of part (iv) where hypothes is (0.6) plays an important 
role. We divide the first equation in (2.3) by u and the second by u to obtain, after subtraction, 
that 
d u ~ut u, 
— log - = — - =L 
at u u u 
= 2/1 ( / ~ f) ~ («1 - 2 £ i x i -a3)(u -u) + (2k2x\ + a2 + a4)(v - v). 
(2.11) 
As before, w e have 
d v — _ _ 
— l o g - = 2 x 2 ( / - / ) + (2^1X2 + b1+b3)(u -u)- (b2 + 2k2x2 + b4)(v-v). 
at v — 
Adding the last two identities, we obtain 
— (log - + log - ) = 2(xi + Xi)(f - / ) + (-ai + 2^i (xi + Xi) +b1+b3+ a3)(u - u) 
at \ u vj — 
+ (-b2 + 2fe(xi + Xi) + a2+a4 + b4)(v - v) 
for all t > 0. We denote by 
e0 := min{ai - 2 ^ i ( x i + Xi) - h -b3 - a3,b2 - 2 £ 2 ( x i + X2) - a2 - a4 - b4] 
and the inequality becomes 
^ flog - + log -) = 2(xi + X2)(7 - / ) - e0 {(u -u) + (v- v)) (2.12) dt \ u vj — v ' 
for all t > 0. 
B y integration in (2.12) over (0, t ) , thanks to assumptions (0.9), (0.10), (0.6) and part (i) 
of this l emma, w e have 
u v w"o ^ 0 f°° — 
log - + log - < log — + log — + 2(xi + xi) \ ( / - / ) : = C 
u v wn vn Jo ~ .0 an for all t > 0. Using (2.9) it results 
w> — > 0, v> — > 0. (2.13) 
By the mean value theorem we have 
u(t) - u(t) = e?lW (logu(t) - logu(t)) 
and 
v(t) - v(t) = efeW (logv(t) ~ logu(o) 
for some fi(f) e (logu(t), logu(t)) and ^2(t) e (logv(t), logv(t)). By (2.13) we can 
rewrite (2.11) 
d / u v\ — ( u v\ 
— log - + log - < 2(xi + xi(f - / ) - e i log - + log - for all t > 0, 
at \ u_ v_J — \ u vj 
for some ei > 0. 
We solve the previous inequality to show that 
( l o g - + l o g - ) e - e i ' + 2 ( / 1 + / 2 ) [ i 
V Ho "a/ Jo 
l o g - + l o g - s d l o g —  ei'  
  / 2 ) / e - e i ( ' - s ) ( / - / )d^ 
U V \ MQ ' 
for all t > 0. 






 | sup / - inf f\ ds -> 0 
JO xeQ x e £ 2 as t -> oo. 
Then, thanks to (2.13) we conclude 
\u{t) - u{t)\ + \v(t) - v(t)\ -> 0 as t -> oo. 
• 
As in the above section, thanks to strong maximum principle (see [24, proposition 52.7, 
p 511]) we may assume that 
wo > 0 and VQ > 0 in £2. 
In that point of the proof we need to prove that the solutions are bounded by the solutions of 
the ODEs system, i.e. the inequalities w < w < w and v < v < v in £2 x (0, rmax) hold. 
Lemma 2.3. The solution of(0.2)-(0.4) satisfies 
u{t) < u(x, t) < u{t) for all x e £2 and? e (0, Tmax) (2.14) 
and 
v(t) < v(x, t) < TJ(0 for all x e £2 and? e (0, Tmax), (2.15) 
w/iere w, w, u and v are as specified above. 
Proof. As the proof of the corresponding comparison result for one species, we introduce the 
following functions 
U(x, t) := u(x, t) — u{t), U_(xi 0 : = u{x, t) — u{t) 
and 
V(x, t) := v{x, t) - v{t), V(x, t) := v{x, t) - v{t) 
for (x, ?) e £2 x [0, rmax). 
Note that for any T < Tmax as a consequence of the regularity of the solutions (u,v,w) 
we have 
u(x,t) < ci(T), v(x,t) < ci(T) and w ( x , ? ) < c i ( r ) in £2 x (0, T). 
(2.16) 
From (2.1), we obtain 
ut - Au + xiVwVW + /iVwVF = x\u{k\u +k2v - kW) + x i " ( / — ^ ) 
+ u I ao — aiu — a2v — aj J u — 04 J v I , in £2 x (0, rmax). 
Then, thanks to the first ODE in (2.3), U satisfies 
Ut - AU + xiVU • VW + x\^U • VF = xMf -XF) 
+ u I ao — a\u — a2v — aj 
+ X\u{k\u + k2v — XW) 
— u 
J U — d4 J 
Ja Ja 
«o + X i ( / - / ) - («i -kiXi)u - (hxi +a3)u 
+ k2xiv - (k2Xi + a2+a4)v 
li,\U + u (Xi ~ IM)u + (xi ~ IMai)v - Xx\W 
(Xi - Mi)« - X\u + X\v - (Xi + H.\ai)v 
in Q x (0, Tmax). _ 
We multiply the previous equation by U+ and after integration it follows 
d 1 
dt2Ja 




f u2++ [ \VU+\2 = -xi [ u+vu-VW+ [ u+ 
Ja Ja Ja Ja 
I U+u{k\u+k2v — Xw) — I U+u 
Ja Ja 
(a0 - (ai -kixi)u - (kixi)u+ k2xiv - (k2xi + a2)v) 
+ -xi / U+VU- VF + xi / U+u{f -XF) - / U+u(a3 u + a4 v 
Ja Ja Ja \ Ja Ja , 
+ / U+u( - Xlif ~ f) + a3u + a4v) . 
Since the proof of the lemma is similar to the proof of lemma 2.3 in [28], we do not reproduce 
the terms treated there and we only give estimations and details for the following terms: 
-Xi f U+VU -VF + xi f UMf - XF) - x i« f U+(f - f) 
Ja Ja Ja 
ia \ Ja 
Moreover, except the integrals 
-a4 
la Ja Ja 
the rest of the terms have been treated in (1.7). Since 
and 
we rewrite 
/ U+u I aj I u + a4 I v J + / U+ulaju + a4v\ 
Ja \ Ja Ja J Ja ^ ' 
l
/ U+u J v + a4 I U+uv, 
J    
; J 
—a4 I U+u I v + a4 I U+uv = a4 J U + I — u I v + uv J 
Ja Ja Ja Ja \ Ja ) 
[—u \ v + uv J = —U / v + u (v- / u ) < —U / v + u I / V_ 
\ Ja ) Ja \ Ja ) Ja \Ja 
—a4 I U+u I v + a4 I U+uv_^ —a4 I v I U++a4u J U+ J V__. 
Ja Ja Ja Ja Ja Ja Ja 
Thanks to the above inequalities we have 
~ fu2++ f \VU+\2 ^ h ( T ) ( f u 2 + + f U2_+ f v 2 + + f V2_) (2.17) 
0-t l JQ JQ \JQ JQ JQ JQ J 
for all t e (0, T), where k\ (T) is a positive constant. In the same fashion as before we derive 
~ I U-+ I \VU-\Z < k2(T) ( / V\ + / Ui + / y ; + / Vi ), (2.18) 
• [ IL- + [ IVC/-I2 < k2(T) ( [ U\ + f U2_ + [ V\ + f V2_ ) , 
JQ JQ \JQ. JQ. JQ. JQ J 
fv2++f |vy+ |2 ^k3(T)( fu2+ + f ul+ fv2+ + f v2_) 
JQ JQ \JQ JQ JQ JQ / 
/ V2_ + J \VV_\2 < k4(T) ( J u2++ J u2_+ J v2++ J v M . 
JQ JQ \JQ JQ JQ JQ } 
and 
~ I Yt I | |Z [ I U-+  I Ui+ I V I Vi). (2.20) 
We finally add (2.17)-(2.20) and apply Gronwall's lemma to see, thanks to the election of the 
initial data WQ, UQ, V0 and Uo 
0 < MQ ^ U{) ^ Mo, 0 < V_{) ^ V{) ^ V{) 
that 
f (u2+ + Ul + V2++Vl\ = 0 for all t e (0, T). 
Now, since T e (0, Tmax) is arbitrary, the proof of the lemma ends. • 
The proof of theorem 0.2 is a consequence of lemmata 2.2 and 2.3 for the case 
ai,bi^0 for i = l , . . . , 4 . (2.21) 
If (2.21) is not satisfied, the system of ordinary differential equations has to be modified as 
follows: 
u' = u \_A\Q — A\{u — A12U+ AIJU — A14V], 
u' = u [A2o - A2\u - A22U - A23V + A24V], 
v' = v [Bio + B\\u — B\2U_ — B13JJ — Bi4V_], 
v' = v [B2o - #21« + B22H - B23V - B24V], 
for t > 0, where 
Aw = a0 + xi(f- f) A20 = a0 - xi(f - / ) , 
An = A22 = ai - hxi - (03)- An = A2\ = hxi + (a3)+, 
An = A24 = k2xi + (04)- A14 = A23 = k2xi +a2 + (a4)+, 
Bw = B20 =b0 + xi(f ~ f) B20 = b0- xiQ ~ f), 
#11 = #12 = hX2 + ( £ 3 ) - #12 = #21 = hX2 + h + (b3)+, 
#13 = #24 = b2~ k2X2 ~ ( £4 ) - #14 = #23 = k2X2 + (£4)+ 
with initial conditions 
w(0) = wo, w(0) = w0, TJ(0) = vo and v(0) = u0. 
The rest of the proof is similar to the case ai7 b{ > 0. 
Remark 2.4. The proof of theorem 0.1 under assumption (0.6) is similar to the proof of the 
two-species problem, therefore we omit the details. 
3. Conclusion and discussion 
We have considered two systems of reaction-diffusion equations coupled in the differentiated 
factors and containing non-local terms. The problems arise from biological and chemical 
processes modelled by parabolic-elliptic chemotactic systems of equations. We have applied 
a comparison method to obtain the asymptotic behaviour of the solutions by using a 
system of ordinary differential equations. We prove the results under hypotheses for the 
coefficient equations which essentially reflect the assumption that the effects stemming from 
chemotactic cross-diffusion and competitive degradation are sufficiently small compared with 
the growth factors. 
The novelty of the system consists of the combination of growth and forcing terms in 
chemotaxis systems. The first development in our study consists of these choices of growth 
and forcing terms. The first model (0.1) introduces a growth term defined by a logistic function 
g which contains a non-local term, frequently found in the literature. After normalization, g 
has the following expression: 
g(u) = u [ CIQ — a\u — a,2 I w ) , (3.22) 
with a0, a\ positive constants and a2 e R. 
In the one-species case, concerning the associated ODEs system, we apply the existing 
results for Lotka-Volterra competition systems. Hypotheses (0.5), (1.11) are essential to prove 
the existence of a unique positive stable equilibrium point u* of (1.8) given by (1.9), such that 
it globally attracts all solutions of (0.1). If one of the conditions (1.11) fails, sometimes it is 
referred to as the principle of competitive exclusion, i.e. there can be no coexistence of the 
two species u and u in (1.5); one of them will be driven to extinction while the other will 
stabilize at a certain solution of a logistic equation. As we stated in the introduction, this case 
only provides information about the boundedness of solution of (0.1) and no information about 
the asymptotic behaviour. So, assumptions (1.11) are essential to find optimal bounds for the 
general ODE system (1.5). Under restriction (0.5), both limits in (1.11) coincide and give 
us (1.10). A remaining problem concerning whether it is an optimum method is still open. 
The second system, with two biological species, possesses a uniquely determined spatially 
homogeneous positive equilibrium (u*, v*). The equilibrium is globally asymptotically stable 
within a certain non-empty range of the logistic growth coefficients under some restriction 
between chemotaxis and logistic coefficients. As in the first model, the hypothesis (0.6) 
ensures the global attractiveness of the steady state (u*, v*). It guarantees the coexistence 
of the species under some restrictions in the parameters of the logistic term. To the authors' 
knowledge, the existing results in the literature for general systems of ODEs cannot be applied 
to prove the asymptotic stability of the second case. 
The forcing term, / , is understood as a direct application of a chemical substance with 
implications on the behaviour of the solutions. A natural question and, for the moment, one 
mathematically interesting open problem is to understand if and how it is possible to control 
the populations controlling only the function / . Studying it could be worthwhile, because it 
might be thought of as a preparatory step for the corresponding optimal control problem which 
targets approaching a desired distribution of cells after a given time by suitably adjusting an 
external application of a signal in a small region of the domain. 
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